Survey to find
QUARTER CORNER BETWEEN SECS. 1 & 2, T2N, R7W, W.K.
Tillamook County, Oregon
Survey by Bert Mason Jr.
October 31, 1956

Oct. 31, 1956 at the vicinity of the ¼ corner between
secs. 1 & 2, T2N, R7W I find lying on the ground a 6" square
white unmarked post and an old 3" square unmarked post.

I find the hemlock BT NE about 80 feet down the hill.
The blaze is chipped out and the surface rotted. A Crown-
Zellerbach yellow tag and an Oregon State Board of Forestry
tag are on the under side of the log. I find the hold from
which the tree came. From it I measure 12.0 feet at S 71° W
and set a point from which at N 37° W 21 feet I find the
stump of a small (14"-16") hemlock with marks showing that
an old blaze had been opened. The surface is rotted away.

I set a 1" galv. iron pipe 30" long 15" in the ground
marked T2N R7W ¼ S2/S1 1956 1S322 from which:

A fir stump 36" diameter bears S 30½° W 25.2 feet marked
S2 48 BT.